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Alcohol-related adverse consequences:
cross-cultural variations in attribution
process among young adults

Hervé Kuendig1,2, Martin A. Plant3, Moira L. Plant3, Patrick Miller3,
Sandra Kuntsche1, Gerhard Gmel1,4

Background: Social norms around what is culturally accepted in terms of alcohol consumption and
drunken comportment appear important regarding the acceptance of alcohol-related adverse
consequences; however, investigations often neglect to consider differences in terms of attribution.
This study aims at assessing cross-cultural differences in the reporting of alcohol-related adverse
consequences. It also considers differences across consequences that might explain which type
of consequences (mainly acute or mainly chronic) are most affected by an attribution process.
Methods: Conditional regression models were estimated based on data from eight European countries
participating in the Gender, Alcohol and Culture—An International Study (GENACIS) project. Cases were
matched to controls based on usual drinking patterns in order to control for average volume of alcohol
and frequency of ‘risky single occasion drinking’ (RSOD). Results: Differences among the patterns of
associations between countries and consequences were evident. The distinction between Nordic and
other European countries was persistent. A higher variability of associations was observed for some
consequences, namely the mainly acute instances. Finally, the Isle of Man and Switzerland showed
specific trends with associations across consequences. Conclusion: Reporting of alcohol-related adverse
consequences seemed strongly affected by cultural norms. The latter may be exemplified by viewing
drinking as ‘time-out’ behaviour. Respondents in countries with a stereotypical history of being ‘dry’ or
with a stereotyped ‘binge’ drinking culture were more likely to attribute consequences to their alcohol
consumption than people in ‘wet’ countries. This was particularly true for consequences that related to
episodic ‘time-out’ heavy drinking.
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Introduction

Mac Andrew and Edgerton,1 argued in their landmark study
that the way people behave when under the influence of

alcohol is determined by what is viewed as acceptable in their
society rather than drunken comportment being a function
of toxically uninhibited brains. Drunken comportment is then
conceptualized as a ‘time out’ behaviour for which a ‘within
limits’ clause operates according to a set of norms that can
differ from society to society.2 Differences in socially acceptable
behaviours have been attributed to the ‘wetness’ of a culture.3

Although there is no clear and universally accepted definition of
‘wetness’,3 a predominant drinking pattern of frequent con-
sumption of moderate amounts of alcohol, i.e. alcohol use
integrated into everyday life, is typically characterized as ‘wet’,
whereas patterns of infrequent but recurrently heavy drinking
are characterized as ‘dry’. A greater acceptance of drunken
comportment is expected in a dry culture, where alcohol
consumption is an infrequent ‘time-out’ behaviour, thus
affecting the potential attribution process of the consequences
of alcohol consumption.

Comparative studies on alcohol have underlined large
variation in the distribution of drinking patterns across
countries.4,5 Room and Mäkelä3 distinguished four ideal
types of cultural positions of drinking, i.e. abstinent societies,
constrained ritual drinking, banalized drinking and fiesta
drunkenness. Furthermore, Room2 suggested that drinking
plays different roles regarding the development of alcohol-
related consequences depending on the position of drinking in
a culture and the expectations about drunken behaviours.

The threshold of what can be socially tolerated may also
influence the perception of what is viewed as ‘problematic
behaviour’. For this reason, the interaction effects between
individual drinking patterns, subjective perceptions and
cultural norms could influence the reporting of alcohol-related
consequences. Only a few studies have considered the effects of
cultural variations on the experience of alcohol-related adverse
consequences for peoples with similar drinking patterns.
Cherpitel et al.6,7 have reported a link between acute
consumption and the attribution of alcohol consumption to
the injury and suggest that attribution was modified by
cultural drinking patterns. Our study empirically analyses
whether reporting of different alcohol-related adverse con-
sequences was not only influenced by consumption but also
had a strong cultural component through attribution process.

The present study examined comparable survey data that
was elicited in eight countries as part of Gender, Alcohol
and Culture—An International Study (GENACIS). This
investigation aimed at assessing cross-cultural differences
in the reporting of alcohol-related adverse consequences
by holding the drinking patterns constant. It also considered
differences across consequences that might explain,
which type of adverse consequences (mainly acute or mainly
chronic) may be most affected by the attribution process.
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Methods

Study design and sample

The present study is part of a GENACIS sub-project of
14 European countries. It uses a centralized data bank
management of encoded questions that followed similar
concepts and measures using identical rules to achieve the
greatest comparability. Unfortunately, many European coun-
tries involved in the GENACIS project did not utilize the core
questionnaire and inclusion of countries in this study
depended on data availability. Only eight countries responded
to our inclusion criteria of having complete information on
drinking patterns and consequences: the three Nordic
countries of Finland, Sweden and Iceland; the Isle of Man
(fourth non-continental country); three Central Europe
countries including The Netherlands, Czech Republic and
Hungary; and Switzerland. Regrettably, no Mediterranean
country met the inclusion criteria, but Switzerland has
repeatedly been considered as having a Mediterranean drink-
ing culture with predominant wine consumption, large
national wine production and important cultural and histo-
rical Latin influence. Switzerland is thus considered here as a
proxy for the Mediterranean drinking culture. Seven surveys
were nationally representative. The exception was
the Netherlands (regional sample from Limburg). An overview
of the surveys characteristics is presented in table 1. The
present study focused on people aged between 18 and 24 years,
an age group for which the prevalence of heavy drinking
episodes is highest in most cultures.8

Previous research, such as the European Comparative
Alcohol Study (ECAS), has underlined that drinking cultures
vary across Europe, and has commonly distinguished Nordic,
Central and Mediterranean Europe when reporting results.9

According to the wet/dry typology, Nordic countries are often
classified as ‘dry’, whereas Mediterranean countries are
classified as ‘wet’. Nevertheless, as reported by Room and
Mäkelä,3 a convergence in drinking cultures in Europe has
been observed within the last decades, making the distinction
between wet and dry countries even more problematic. For this
reason the present study reports results according to
geographical criteria, even if some of the points discussed
subsequently refer to the traditional wet/dry distinction.

Measures

Conditional matching on average volume of
drinking and risky single occasion drinking

Average volumes of drinking and heavy drinking episodes [also
called ‘binge drinking’ or ‘risky single occasion drinking’
(RSOD) an expression preferred here] are the most important

predictors of the consequences of drinking. Both have been
shown as independently predictive of negative conse-
quences.10,11 Evidence of interaction between these dimensions
of drinking patterns has been reported.12,13 Alcohol consump-
tion in terms of volume of drinking may lead to adverse
chronic consequences.14 Research has demonstrated that
episodes of heavy drinking, in addition to volume of drinking,
are important determinants of social and acute consequences
such as injuries.14,15 To consider these dimensions without
examining their interaction would be insufficient to control for
drinking patterns as reported in a recent study on injuries.16

This study sought to account for both main and interaction
effects. It combined both dimensions and matched individual’s
reporting (cases) and non-reporting (controls) alcohol-related
consequences based on this combination of dimensions of
drinking patterns. This was done to disaggregate the effects
of drinking patterns on experiencing alcohol-related adverse
consequences from effects that were associated with subjective
(individual) and/or cultural variations.

Average volume of alcohol (in g) consumed per day was
divided into three levels of drinking: (i) <10 g of absolute
alcohol; (ii) at least 10 but <20 g; (iii) 20 or more grams per
day. ‘RSOD’ was defined by the annual frequency of drinking
high amounts of alcohol (e.g. five drinks or 60 g or more) on a
single occasion. It was recoded into a categorical variable with
four levels of frequency: (i) no RSOD; (ii) less than monthly;
(iii) about once a month and (iv) more than once a month.
Finally, both dimensions were crossed resulting in 12 groups
of drinkers (3 volume times 4 RSOD groups) used for
matching.

Differences in types of measurement, in measurement scales,
e.g. four point versus six point scales, in recall period, or in
cut-offs used, exist across the surveys; implying potential bias
in the corresponding prevalence (table 2). An overview of the
drinking indicators and how they were measured can be found
in table 2. As suggested by Graham et al.,17 using different
cut offs for RSOD for women and men is highly relevant due
to biological differences. Nevertheless, most of the datasets
analysed here did not provide such an opportunity for
distinction.

Dependent variables—alcohol-related
adverse consequences

Five different items were selected. These represented a broad
perspective of alcohol-related adverse consequences that
ranged from mainly acute consequences to mainly chronic
ones. The following consequences were examined: (i) injury,
i.e. Have you or someone else been injured as a result of
your drinking?; (ii) blackout, i.e. How often during the last
12 months have you been unable to remember what happened the
night before because you had been drinking?; (iii) feelings of

Table 1 Survey characteristics and final sample size by age and gender among drinkers (people aged between 18 and 25)

Country Survey year Survey mode N Drinkers (%) (weighted)

(original sample)

men women total

Finland 2000 face-to-facea 103 135 238 95.0

Sweden 2002 telephone 95 119 214 90.4

Iceland 2001 mixedb 164 210 374 88.5

Isle of Man 2005 mixedc 25 35 60 95.0

Hungary 2001 face-to-facea 153 143 296 91.1

Czech Republic 2002 face-to-face 187 202 389 86.1

The Netherlands 1999 postal 224 231 455 77.8

Switzerland 1997 telephone 504 556 1060 82.1

a: parts are self-administered
b: postal/telephone
c: half face-to-face/telephone
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remorse, i.e. How often during the last 12 months have you had
a feeling of guilt or remorse after drinking?; (iv) role failure,
i.e. How often during the last 12 months have you failed to
do what was normally expected from you because of drinking?
(not examined in the Netherlands) and (v) loss of control over
drinking, i.e. How often during the last 12 months have you
found that you were not able to stop drinking once you had
started?. The first two consequences, i.e. injury and blackout,
were considered as more strongly related to an acute heavy
alcohol use, whereas role failure and loss of control over drinking
were considered as related more to a chronic use. The remorse
item was considered as in-between this continuum. These
items stemmed from the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification
Test (AUDIT) questionnaire, and were originally selected for
their ability to discriminate hazardous drinkers and on the
basis of face validity, clinical relevance and the coverage of
significant conceptual domains of alcohol-related adverse
consequences.18 All items were recoded into binary outcomes,
distinguishing between people who did or did not encounter
the consequences during the last 12 months.

Control variables—demographical factors

Individual factors such as gender,19,20 age10 or socio-economic
status21 e.g. have been shown to moderate the association
between drinking and alcohol-related adverse consequences.
Therefore, the following variables were controlled for:
gender (men as reference);22,23 age as a continuous variable10

and employment/activity status.24–26

Statistical analyses

Matched case-control analyses were run using the combination
of both aforementioned dimensions of drinking patterns

(12 groups) through the matched-group-variable method.27

Conditional logistic regression fitted models appropriate for
the matching design by using the true conditional likelihood
and not an approximation of it.27 Parameters can be inter-
preted similarly to unmatched analysis.28 For each outcome,
a conditional logistic regression model was examined.
The country with the lowest association with a specific
outcome was set as the reference country; resulting in odds
ratios greater than 1 for all other countries. Regression models
were estimated using the Stata 9.1 statistical software package
and Pseudo R2 are reported as approximation of the explained
variance for each outcome.

Results

Distribution of alcohol-related adverse
consequences across countries

Across consequences (table 3), injury showed commonly the
lowest prevalence across countries, whereas blackout and
remorse showed commonly the highest ones (up to 50% of
drinkers).

General cultural differences in
experiencing consequences

Table 4 gives the results from the conditional logistic
regression models on the five alcohol-related adverse con-
sequences. For the two mainly acute consequences, namely
injury and blackout, a clear distinction appeared between
continental and non-continental European countries with
Finland, Iceland, Sweden and the Isle of Man showing
significant and clearly higher associations when compared
with the remaining countries.

Table 2 Characteristics of drinking measures and distribution of drinking patterns (average volume of drinking, on a daily
basis and annual frequency of RSOD) among drinkers by country

Characteristics of drinking measures Average volume of alcohol consumed Frequency of RSOD (last 12 months)

Type of

measurementa/

recall period for

volume of alcohol

Cut-offs for

RSOD U/g

Less than

10g/day

10g/day to

<20g/day

20g/day

or more

No Less than

monthly

About

once a

month

More

than

once a

month

Total nb

Finland BS/12 months 6+/60 67.0 22.6 10.4 10.4 39.6 37.7 12.3 212

Sweden G/12 months 6+/72 78.1 17.2 4.7 19.8 27.6 9.9 42.7 192

Iceland BS/12 months 5+/65 65.8 20.3 13.9 9.5 31.0 19.0 40.5 316

Isle of Man G/12 months 8+/64 53.6 8.9 37.5 21.4 57.1 0.0 21.4 56

Hungary BS/mixedc 3+/60 88.5 7.8 3.7 32.3 25.7 12.6 29.4 269

Czech Republic BS/12 months 5+/90 56.9 17.1 26.0 30.2 48.2 14.1 7.5 334

The Netherlands G/12 months 6+/60 58.6 17.5 24.0 25.7 21.6 10.9 41.7 338

Switzerland BS/mixedc 8+/80 66.9 20.8 12.3 56.3 32.9 8.9 1.9 852

a: type of measurement: BS, Beverage specific; G, Generic
b: respondent with missing information on drinking patterns or other variables included in the models excluded
c: uses a mixture (e.g. if existent 30 days; else 12 months)

Table 3 Distribution of alcohol-related adverse consequences among drinkers by country

Injury Blackout Remorse Role failure Loss of control over drinking

Percentage n (total) Percentage n (total) Percentage n (total) Percentage n (total) Percentage n (total)

Finland 10.0 211 49.5 212 51.7 211 24.1 212 18.9 212

Sweden 7.3 192 31.9 191 21.4 192 25.7 191 11.1 190

Iceland 8.9 293 46.8 293 48.8 293 29.1 292 22.3 292

Isle of Man 9.1 55 44.6 56 26.8 56 12.5 56 8.9 56

Hungary 1.1 268 7.3 261 13.0 261 5.4 261 5.8 260

Czech Republic 3.1 322 26.6 334 30.0 333 21.9 334 5.1 332

The Netherlands 3.0 338 21.6 338 10.9 338 # – 4.4 338

Switzerland 0.6 852 14.0 852 7.9 852 16.5 851 9.3 852

#: not surveyed
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For remorse, a different trend was discovered. Non-
continental countries showed commonly the highest estimates,
but the Czech Republic joined this group of countries with
even higher estimates than the Isle of Man and Sweden.

For the two mainly chronic adverse consequences, i.e. role
failure and loss of control over drinking, a new dichotomy
appeared. Switzerland showed for both estimates higher than
or close to the ones of the Nordic countries. Conversely, the
Isle of Man showed low and non-significant estimates close to
those of other continental countries. As for remorse, the Czech
Republic showed a high estimate for role failure, similar to
those found for Switzerland and the Nordic countries.

With regard to country-specific trends across consequences,
five distinct patterns arose. First, estimates for the Nordic
countries were, with one exception (remorse for Sweden),
always among the highest estimates. Second, Switzerland
showed low or moderate estimates for the mainly acute
consequences, i.e. injury and blackout, as well as for remorse,
but among the highest estimates for the mainly chronic ones,
i.e. role failure and loss of control over drinking. Third, and
in opposition to Switzerland, Isle of Man showed very high
estimates (OR close or higher than 10) with regard to injury
and blackout, relatively high or medium estimate for remorse
and low estimates for the mostly chronic consequences,
i.e. role failure and loss of control over drinking. Fourth, relative
to other countries, the Czech Republic showed estimates
varying from low to medium strength (always inferior to the
ones of Nordic countries). Finally, Hungary and the
Netherlands consistently showed low estimates.

Alcohol-related adverse consequences:
differences and explanatory power

Regarding the relative strength of estimates and explanatory
power of the models, a consistent dichotomy between two
groups of consequences was evident. First, remorse and the
two mainly acute consequences, i.e. injury and blackout,
showed the largest country differences with odds ratios greater
than 11. Conversely, the two mostly chronic consequences,
i.e. role failure and loss of control over drinking, showed the
lowest country differences. Similarly, the estimated models for
these consequences resulted in lower levels of explained
variance.

Discussion

After controlling for the two main dimensions of drinking
patterns, i.e. average volume of alcohol consumed and the
frequency of RSOD, through matched case-control analysis,
clear and consistent differences in patterns of ‘associations’
between countries and consequences arose. The most marked
difference concerned the distinction between Nordic and other

European countries. This may be interpreted to mean that
attribution processes had a different relevance in different
countries. The authors see few reasons why reporting alcohol-
related adverse consequences should vary so markedly across
countries. For most of the consequences considered here, the
occurrence of consequences should be determined mainly by
neuropsychological effects, e.g. by impairing cognitive and
psychomotor aptitudes.29,30 Apart from differences related to
mean body weights across countries,31 these effects should be
consistent across cultures. Attribution processes appeared thus
to be influenced by the cultural position regarding drinking.

To support this hypothesis, the distinction between ‘dry’
and ‘wet’ culture has frequently been used in the literature
when attempting to describe cultural differences in drinking
patterns.3,4,32 Dry countries were traditionally described as
nations with infrequent but very heavy episodes of drinking.
Nordic countries were often used to exemplify ‘dry’ cultures
whereas Mediterranean countries commonly represented the
so-called ‘wet’ culture, with alcohol consumption being
integrated into every day life. As reported by Room and
Mäkalä,3 studies have underlined that, for a given pattern of
drinking, adverse consequences were more often reported in
drier than in wetter regions see as well.33 Room2 has
additionally suggested that drinking plays different roles in
relation to the development of alcohol-related consequences
and has, for example, a stronger role in violence within ‘drier’
than in ‘wetter’ cultures. It has been reported that there is a
convergence in drinking cultures in Europe3 and, conse-
quently, a diminished wet/dry country distinction. The results
reported here suggest that such differences between tradition-
ally dry countries, i.e. Nordic countries, and other countries
still exist. These findings also support the view of Room,2 who
hypothesized that even after a shift from a ‘dry’ to a ‘wetter’
cultural positioning of alcohol in Europe, changes in cultural
expectations about drunken comportment are very unlikely.
Accordingly, the ‘time-out’ hypothesis seems robust.

The impact of cultural attribution processes can also be seen
in the variability of the magnitude of effects across con-
sequences. A higher variability was observed for the mostly
acute consequences, namely injuries and blackout. Consistent
with the ‘time-out’ hypothesis,2 differences between countries
were higher for the consequences that are associated with
RSOD than for consequences that are related to alcohol use
problems and dependence, such as role failure or the loss of
control over drinking. Regression models for consequences
associated with drinking problems and, indirectly, with alcohol
use disorders had a limited explanatory power. This suggests
that the reporting of such consequences was less affected by
cultural attribution processes. These consequences may be
more or less perceived as problematic in most cultures,
independent of the cultural position of drinking in the society.

Table 4 Results from conditional logistic regression models on the five alcohol-related adverse consequences; Odds
Ratios, 95% Confidence Interval in brackets and Pseudo R2 by consequences

Injury Blackout Remorse Role failure Loss of control

over drinking

Finland 11.46��� (3.91; 33.58) 11.49��� (6.38; 20.68) 11.18��� (6.88; 18.18) 4.34��� (2.25; 8.37) 6.91��� (3.52; 13.57)

Iceland 8.28��� (2.79; 24.62) 9.06��� (5.20; 15.79) 8.70��� (5.59; 13.56) 4.86��� (2.62; 9.03) 6.99��� (3.78; 12.93)

Sweden 8.09��� (2.51; 26.14) 5.66��� (3.14; 10.20) 2.51�� (1.48; 4.25) 5.02��� (2.63; 9.58) 3.59�� (1.72; 7.47)

Isle of Man 9.56�� (2.43; 37.51) 11.96��� (5.38; 26.57) 4.09��� (1.94; 8.61) 1.76 (.64; 4.84) 2.73 (.90; 8.30)

Czech Republic 3.00 (.98; 9.14) 5.09��� (2.81; 9.23) 5.88��� (3.66; 9.45) 4.32��� (2.25; 8.32) 1.79 (.84; 3.84)

The Netherlands 2.19 (.66; 7.26) 2.33�� (1.31; 4.16) 1.00 – # – 1.00 –

Hungary 1.34 (.29; 6.19) 1.00 – 1.81� (1.05; 3.10) 1.00 – 2.28� (1.05; 4.97)

Switzerland 1.00 – 3.67��� (2.07; 6.51) 1.68� (1.03; 2.75) 5.32��� (2.83; 9.97) 5.80��� (3.02; 11.15)

Pseudo R2 0.103 0.073 0.112 0.032 0.056

�significance at 5%, ��significance at 1%, ���significance at 0.1%
#: not surveyed
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Another interesting finding concerns the Isle of Man and
Switzerland, which showed very specific trends across
consequences, i.e. high associations with the mostly acute
consequences but rather weak associations with the mostly
chronic ones, or inversely (Switzerland). Accordingly, specific
attribution processes appear to vary across consequences for
particular countries. This suggests that intra-cultural variations
exist concerning what kind of alcohol-related adverse con-
sequences can be tolerated, perhaps depending on their nature
and the degree of disability. These findings are once more
consistent with the view of Room,2 who previously suggested
the existence of a gradient of expectations about drunken
behaviours. He has also discussed the potential fallacy of
considering that a culture should have a unique set of norms
covering a single and well-defined ‘time-out’ state.

Despite the fact that the GENACIS database provides a
unique opportunity for comparative analysis, the compar-
ability of findings across countries is limited by some factors.
Study designs vary across countries (tables 1 and 2) and a
degree of bias cannot be completely ruled out due to the use of
different instruments across countries as highlighted by
the peculiar distribution of RSOD in Finland compared with
other Nordic countries. Taking this caveat into account,
the present study warns against over-simplified comparison
of prevalence rates in cross-cultural studies.

Also, situational factors, such as the context in which
drinking takes place or the pace of drinking (e.g. drinking five
units of alcohol over lunch and dinner or drinking these
units over a short period of time without eating, results in
marked differences in peak blood alcohol concentrations),
could be considered as relevant as the two dimensions of
drinking patterns considered here. It may be, for example,
that individuals in Nordic countries attain a much higher
peak blood level when reaching the RSOD cut-off, which could
be an alternative explanation for the higher likelihood
of consequences such as injuries and blackouts. Situational
factors should thus be considered to properly rule out any
residual confounding aspects when studying attribution
processes. Our study aimed at demonstrating that any
reporting of consequences might be influenced by social
processes such as attribution of the consequences of drinking.
The lack of beneficial consequences in the GENACIS dataset
restricted our analyses to adverse consequences. Future studies
should, therefore, use empirical testing of the observed
attribution process with regard to beneficial consequences.

Many of the consequence items analysed form the basis for
e.g. screening instruments. As noted by Abel and Plumridge34

even although disinhibition is often viewed as the primary goal
of drinking, the limits of what is acceptable behaviour may
vary between groups. Furthermore, associations between
alcohol consumption and sensation seeking behaviours,35

and degrees of psychological distress36 may have profound
effects on how alcohol is perceived within and between
different cultures. This suggests that there might be a need for
more studies in order to investigate the cultural sensitivity of
such instruments.

In our study, differences in the reporting of consequences
could not be explained by differences in drinking alone,
but—as we believe—are related to differential attribution
processes. Reporting of adverse consequences, particularly
those with the explicit mentioning of an alcohol contribution,
appear to be affected by cultural norms such as alcohol
consumption being perceived as ‘time-out’ behaviour.
Countries with a stereotypical history of being ‘dry’ (Nordic
countries) or with a stereotyped binge culture such as the
Isle of Man, see e.g.37,38, were more likely to attribute
consequences to their alcohol consumption than ‘wet’
countries. This was particularly true for consequences

that were more related to acute, episodic, ‘time out’ heavy
use than to chronic heavy use.
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Key points

� Investigations on alcohol-related adverse conse-
quences often neglect to consider differences in
terms of attribution.

� Reporting of alcohol-related adverse consequences
seemed to be strongly affected by cultural norms and
attribution process.

� Consequences that are more related to episodic ‘time-
out’ heavy drinking appear to be particularly affected
by these phenomena.
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